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How to Give Corrective Feedback: 
The C.A.R.E. Model - Eliminating Negative 

Behaviour, by Focusing on Productivity

Oct. 31 
2019

How To Give Negative Feedback
is actually

How to Give Corrective Feedback 

on Bad Behaviour
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What Leaders Do Wrong In 
Delivering ‘Negative’ Feedback

1. Late Feedback:

- letting the offending employee know there is feedback 
coming their way – days later

2. Public Feedback:

- on the spot, not in private 
where you can get into details, 
or too general

3. Deferring to email: 

- Not suggesting in person meeting or at least, on the phone

What Leaders Do Wrong In 
Delivering ‘Negative’ Feedback

4. Round To It:

- Wanting to, just never doing it as 
they are good, the great can wait

5. Not prepared on what to say:

- Winging it will create errors in details 
and intent, lose of confidence in you 

6. Here is what you did wrong, not right offered: 

- Only sharing the error, not the coached behaviour change   
- Missing the Oreo cookie learning point
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What Leaders Do Wrong In 
Delivering ‘Negative’ Feedback

7. Escalation:

- Not handled respectfully, allowed to escalate 

8. Talk, Talk, Talk:

- No effort made to listen 
- and share 
- and learn 
- and adapt 
- and build a solution 

The C.A.R.E. Model is All 
About Confronting Negativity

This is accomplished by:

Taking action

Avoiding assumptions

Having a physical presence

Acknowledging feelings

Being focused and compassionate

Projecting a positive intent

Being appreciative (“the gift”)
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What is Confronting
With C.A.R.E.?

Connecting: Communication and 
Careful Listening

Attention: Analysis, Action and Assertive

Respect: Responding and Responsible 

Expectations: Emotional Control 
and Being Effective

What is Confronting
With C.A.R.E.?

Connecting: Communication and
Careful Listening

Attention: Analysis, Action and Assertive

Respect: Responding and Responsible 

Expectations: Emotional Control 
and Being Effective

Do you? 
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Objective

Stay in Control at all times

If Not Addressed
Negative Behaviour will get out of  control:

Co-workers see it, feel it
- Loss of  self-esteem
- Lack of  engagement
- Less productivity

Customers / Clients / Prospects experience it
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What Must You Do About It?

SOMETHING

…because

Silence Means Consent

Silence Means Consent
“Negativity is the single most destructive    

force in the work place today”
– David Rabiner
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When You Lose Control

• You tense up

• Feel disappointed

• Flounder: - don’t know where to start?

- don’t know what to do?

How to Handle Criticism of You

First of all, cool down!

- Don’t over respond and 
sound sarcastic

- Don’t go on the attack 
– get more information

- Don’t make it public
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How to Handle Criticism of You

Treat it as an opportunity to improve:

- Do determine if it is valid

- Do ask: Has this been heard before?

- Do be solution orientated

The ‘Snowball Effect’  of 
uncontrolled negative people 

Realization: They are everywhere you are:

You can’t ignore them – it will get out of control

The Dandelion Syndrome 

- one difficult person 
impacts everyone 
they work with
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The Need For Good Communication 
and Interpersonal Skills

1. Good Impressions

2. Understand body language – the hidden 
messages we need to pay attention to

3. To say it right the first time

4. Stand up, speak up, be heard

5. Get your knowledge across – influence others

6. Reduce stress and conflict

7. Get people to open up to you 

8. Work with all personality styles

7 Characteristics of 
Effective Feedback 

1. Communication is everything!

2. Be Patient but Persistent

3. Be Sensitive and Assertive

4. Presence

5. Artful Questions

6. High Performance Listening

7. No Assumptions
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Effective Communication Will:

• Make you more effective with clear messages  

• Solve Problems Quicker by effective listening

• Build Employee and Customer Loyalty

Effective Communication Will:

When you: - explain the big picture

- Don’t miss details / accept responsibility  

- Eliminate any misunderstandings
- Focus on the other person
- Be honest in any short comings
- Aware of diversity / language issues
- Are personal – “here is what I like you do…”

- Don’t interrupt and do pay attention
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When Communication Improves,
Trust In You Improves

• Less conflict, bad behaviour, gossip 

• Better listening/soft skills - no filters/biases

• Greater support of organization goals/mission

• More creativity – new ideas/new initiatives

When Communication Improves,
Trust In You Improves

• Improved problem solving /critical thinking

• More caring / approachable – others matter

• More insightful  / self-awareness / empathy 

• Better stress management of you and others
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Soft Skill Communication  

♦ Others tell - leaders sell.

♦ Others impress - leaders influence.

♦ Others try to be heard - leaders try to be 
understood.

♦ Others explain - leaders energize.

♦ Others listen - leaders hear what is being said.

♦ Others inform - leaders inspire.

♦ Others give facts - leaders tell stories
Mark Sanborn

Understand Body Language
MESSAGE POSTURE GESTURES

FACIAL
EXPRESSION

CONTROLLING tense shoulders
stiff  stance

hands on hip
pointing finger

grim
glaring

NURTURING open
leaning forward

bowed head
extended arms

concern
raised eyebrows

REASONING relaxed
straight

eye contact
few gestures

relaxed

ADAPTIVE
(Giving in)

no eye contact
close held arms

anxious
fiddling around

sad
worried

DEFIANT sideways stance
stiff

clenched teeth
crossed arms

glaring look

SPONTANEOUS relaxed,
lots of  movement

touching
animated

enthusiastic
smiles
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What Creates Workplace 
Dysfunction

• Poorly designed work systems, offices, SOP

• No communication of changes taking place

• Overly optimistic goals and projections

• Out of date goals and priorities

• Lack of training opportunities, no knowledge 
sharing, minimal skill development

Workplace Dysfunction
1.     Lack of Trust = less loyalty / productivity 

- one of the biggest issues these days
2.   Fear of conflict = delay, quilt and stress

- “the only way out is through”
3.   No commitment = poor leadership

- lack of direction, follow up and promises
4.   No accountability = no results

- specific actions and behaviours
5.   No focus on the key numbers = no growth

- putting own needs first 
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Understanding People
Know how to handle difficult people & situations:

Know the 4 Behaviours to create win-win relationships and interactions. How a 
person behaves and completes their job – how and why people do what they do. 

D ominance /  Narcissistic
- How you respond to problems or challenges

I nfluencing / Histrionic
- How you influence people to your point of view

S teadiness / Antisocial
- How you respond to the pace of the environment

C ompliant / Borderline
- How you respond to rules and procedures set by others

C Task
Inquisitive, slow-

acting, low risk taker, 

cooperative, creative

Oriented        D
Control feelings,                       

facts and figures, objective, 

precise on time, strong willed, 

born leaders

Passive/ Slow
Expressive, emotional, 

flexible on time, 

care about people, 

all purpose person

S People

Aggressive / Fast

Directive, fast acting,                      

high risk taker, competitive,   

personality plus

Focused               I
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C       Task
Critic

Thinker / Analytic

Whiner

No People

Quiet People

Oriented        D
Director

Achiever

Bully

Insulter

I Know It All’s

Passive/ Slow
Supporter

Affiliator

Yes or Maybe People

Quiet People

S                  People

Aggressive / Fast
Talker

Explosive

Insulter
Think They Know Everything

Focused                   I

There is a 
complimentary 
article on this 
on my web site 
that can be used
for training 
purposes – with
an explanation
of  terms
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Negative Performance Measures

1. Too much work

2. Changing job description

3. Under appreciation 

4. Important deadlines missed/slip through cracks

5. Two or more people duplicate effort

6. Team members expression frustration with team 
mates/management/vendors

Principles To Act Upon
• Reinforce shared and common goals.

• Ensure that there is no unresolved conflict.

• Always “seek to understand”.

• Be sure to get all the details  (w/w/w/w/w)

• Ask a lot of questions. 

- the more you hear, the more you see

• Focus on the what, not the who 

– the problem  not the personality.

• Assume they had a positive intent behind it.

• Ask what can you learn from this and change?
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For Improving Feedback

1. Create a safe environment
2. Express concern
3. Identify the problem
4. Focus on perceptions – what the problem 

actually is
5. Describe potential solutions/outcomes
6. Take action to repair damaged relationships

What good communication creates 
– and is vital to the workplace

BONUS: 
Fabulous CBC Radio Podcast

White Coat – Black Art
- on how to generate empathy 

in physicians by Alan Alda.
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Leadership Styles That Create Trust
1. Relational

- builds bonds, trust, unites people

- asks: What do you think?”

Use it to: create buy in, motivate, build teams

2. Directive

- analyze information, strategic, big picture

- says: “Come with me.”

Use it to: jump start projects, handle sudden 
change, lead in a new direction

Leadership Styles That Create Trust
3. Coach

- gives feedback, guidance, connects people 

- Says: “Lets review what the options are.”

Use it to: get people self-motivated and engaged

4. Visionary

- creates a shared vision, 

inspires 

- Says: “Create the future with me.”

Use it to: release peoples potential, strategic plan 
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3 Core Strategies in Relationship Development

1. Direction: Know what you want:

- By knowing what you don’t want

- Practice positive replay

- Practice positive pre-play

2. Attention:

- Set aside your negative assumptions

3. Flexibility:

- Do for them, what they can’t do for themselves

8 Vital Communication Principles

1. Communication is - 100% sending 
- 100% receiving

2. Both parties define 
the relationship

3. Communication creates 
the relationship 

4. How we treat others, is what we get back
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8 Vital Communication Principles

5. Relationships change when the way we     
communicate changes

6. More options create more results

7. Impact = Intent 
= NLP

8. Change needs persistence

Good and Bad Habits
What It Is Not”

• Criticizing / Critical

• Blaming / Offensive

• Complaining 
/Rudeness

• Nagging (constant)

• Threatening /anger  

• Punishing / rules

• Bribes via the ‘Carrot 
and Stick’ options

• (Bullying)

What It Is:

• Supportive/Clear 
Communication

• Encouragement / 
Connecting / Attention

• Listening  

• Accepting / acceptance 

• Trusting / trustworthy 

• Respect / Polite

• Personally negotiating 
the differences/ 
problems 
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Strong Verbal Communication
1.  Use words that reverberate

- Warm summer afternoon, bamboozled, buzz

2.  Aim for emotions
- Imagine if you were homeless, lost, alone

3. Use persuasive words: 

- discover, guarantee, easy, proven,  results, save, 
money, you!

4. Eliminate ‘think’ type words

- I think this is the best solution…

- This is the best solution…

Communication Makes 
or Takes Away Trust

Communication Makes 
or Takes Away Trust

Miscommunication:

is reported to be 
the #1 cause of  

workplace conflict, 

low morale 

and poor teamwork.

Miscommunication:

is reported to be 
the #1 cause of  

workplace conflict, 

low morale 

and poor teamwork.
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Problems of Miscommunication

Sign of weakness / not confident

Not willing to accept other peoples opinions 

Others experience does not count = lack of respect

Negativity from lack of information = transparency

Poor interpersonal skills 

No relationship being built = lack of trust

No relationship being built = lack of engagement

Grapevine = gossip, gab, rumors

Improve Communication By
• Thank You notes – give credit where it is due 

• MBWA – minimum 15% of your time 

• Staff Huddles – tell is like it is, open to questions

• Lunch and Learns – focus on behaviour 
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Personal Power
How to develop your personal power:

1. Increase your knowledge *
2. Focus upon your behaviour

3. Take control of your attitude      (Henry Ford)

How to take charge

1. Check your self talk                    (85% negative)

2. Be aware of self-limiting beliefs  (elephants)

3. Ask yourself  “Who am I more concerned about?

Top 10 Measures and Solutions 
for CARE-ing

1. Determine if the criticism is valid and the power 
of the source of it 

2. Ask for what you need from the other person 

3. Don’t whitewash the problem employee 

4. Motivation comes from results, 
not work – success breeds success 

5. Train managers to address issues when they arise  
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Top 10 Measures and Solutions 
for CARE-ing

6. Be aware of all the non-verbal communications 
you perceive and deliver 

- silence, non-responsive

- turning away with no apology

- acting tired, bored , distracted

- looking at your watch, interrupting

- texting 

7. The Blameless Apology

- Show we understand they are suffering: “I’m sorry”

Top 10 Measures and Solutions 
for CARE-ing

8. Take the H.E.A.T. 

- Hear them out

- Empathize

- Ask for ideas and offer suggestions

- Take responsibility  for action 
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Top 10 Measures and Solutions 
for CARE-ing

9. 6 Powerful Communication Starters 
- How is work going, any big wins?

- What challenges are you facing this week?

- In our business, what can we do to be more…

- If you owned this company, what would you do differently?

- What have you seen other team members do well?

- Any suggestions on how I can be a better leader?

10. COACHING Self-assessment 
- how to be a coach/mentor/change leader

Top 10 Measures and Solutions 
for CARE-ing

From Good To Great!
- Maximizing Productivity

Productivity 
up to 40% +
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S.A.M.
… 
everyone!

Set High Expectations

“High achievement 

= from high expectations.”

General Norman Schwarzkopf
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Appreciation Is Key

“Make me feel important”.
Mary Kay Ash,  1918 – 2001

Founder, Mary Kay Cosmetics

Praise must be real
- Show that you get the message, effort, 

their talent behind the task / activity

- Indicate the professionalism, research, attention 

to detail, list of recommendations, outlines…

- “I really like the approach you took to create this...

-“This shows me why you are so good at______

- “This tells me why people say you____
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Making a Difference

See their
potential =

empowerment
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Seeing the Future
Setting the Goal

“For a (man) to achieve all that is 
demanded of (him), (he) must regard 

(himself) as greater than (he is)”. 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 

1749 – 22 March 1832 was a German writer, 
"Germany's greatest man of letters, and the 

last true polymath to walk the earth”.

Personal Success Habits 
and Key Principles

Cherokee Feast of Days
“We can only be what we 

give ourselves the power to be.”
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SAM Conclusion
If you change just one thing,  

you change EVERYTHING!

1946 film “It's a Wonderful Life”

Acknowledgement!
Words not only effect us temporarily, - they change us

The Greatest 
Management Principle

Things that get recognized 
and rewarded, get repeated!

Michael LeBoeuf

Reward Creativity

VOLUNTEERS
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Developing RapportDeveloping Rapport

Tell me about yourself...

(what matters to you)

so I can learn how to 
motivate you!

- these self  tests will do it

Tell me about yourself...

(what matters to you)

so I can learn how to 
motivate you!

- these self  tests will do it

Expanding Your Potential
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How to Increase Engagement,  
Accountability & Productivity

How to Increase Engagement,  
Accountability & Productivity

Measure

Strengths
You can’t manage what 

you can’t measure!

Measure

Strengths
You can’t manage what 

you can’t measure!
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Coaching Objective

Their future: is bigger than your past!

New expectations creates new choices

Influence!
“You can’t be a leader if you 
can’t influence others to act”

Dale Zand in The Leadership Triad
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Coach Skills- self assessment

Coaching 

Objective 

Assessment of 

Core Skills & 

Habits

Self  Coaching - You On You
• A coach: helps others to develop insights and 

actions to achieve mutually understood goals. 

• They help them identify, develop and grow 
their present and potential strengths.

• Predictable goals give predicable futures
(Trick question: 5 years from now?)

• Help set “stretch” goals

• Stetch goals inspire!
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Coaching Objectives
1. Identify what the poor performance is

2. What not to do when you have a low or non-
performing employee

3. Get to the root of the problem and not just the 
symptoms

4. Be flexible – everybody is ‘different’

5. Focus on how you communicate

6. Know when to stop – continue

Accountability
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To Summarize

Results From Education:
Measure the Training

“How was the course / conference / webinar?”

“What did you learn?”

“What did you learn and how
can we help (provide resources 
such as time) to implement it?”

Reaction/Learning/Behaviour/Results
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Strengths / Skills Assessment

Key Lessons Learned
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Action Creates Results
Attention
Intention
Miracles

Creatures of Habit
“How you do anything, is how you do everything.”

Complimentary Resources
1. PDF version of E-Book: 

Why Trust Me? Making Trust 
Your Competitive Edge

Leadership Self Tests
2. Rating Your Soft Skill Leadership Attributes 

(employee loyalty focus) 
3. Confidential Leadership Empowerment Survey

(employee retention focus) 

4. COACH – Coaching Skills Self-Assessment 
(how to coach, empower, be coached)

5. Link to all complimentary resources on Bruce Lee Web Site
6. Other resources referenced: __________________________
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Trust Resources 
Bonus Resources:
• 83 Successful Supervisor to 

Manager Terms

• 5 Check Lists of Personal Success 
and Productivity

• “What the Best CEO’S Know” 
– book review 

• Time Management Strategies and 
Time Saving Tips That Work

• Who Do You Trust? 
- By Industry and Product

• How to Lead a Trust Walk

• Corporate Retention Strategy –
Effective Benefit Packages
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Why Am I Suggesting This?

“Take care of  
yourself, so you 
can take care of 
others”.

Bruce Lee
Productivity Education

Engagement Strategies

Accountability Tools
(403) – 241 – 6212

Bruce@BruceLeeSpeaker.com

WWW.BruceLeeSpeaker.com
www.BruceLeeSpeaker.com
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